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ABSTRACT 

The most essential fundamental in the cloud services is the de-duplication routewhich is used to prevent the 
similar copies of the stored data and prevention of data repetition. The de-duplication is executed to prevent the storage of 
similar kinds of content and similar file names in the cloud storage. The proposed system is having three major stages as 
Encryption, Auditing and De-duplication. The AES methodology is performed for the encryption process; the encryption is 
conducted at the service provider side, before uploading the data into the cloud. The auditor verifies the data reliability and 
converses within the service provider for getting the data information. The auditor is presenting the data security and 
integrity within privileges differential. The de-duplication process is being performed within the SHA-3 algorithm, which 
prevents the data duplication. This technique is preventing the file duplication by matching and comparing with the already 
uploaded file in cloud and removes the existing file and content initially by utilizing the SHA-3 algorithm. These are the 
three proposed techniques, which helps in improving the data efficiency in cloud environment and achieves the desired 
security process in the encrypted outsourced data base. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For managing the data in cloud in efficient way, 
de-duplication is a popular method [1]. Data de-
duplication process is a dedicated compression method for 
reducing the duplicate data files in storage space. This 
method used, is to increase the storage space consumption 
and it can be used to minimize the data transfer in 
network. In storage spaces instead of storing multiple data 
copies with same data content, this de-duplication 
technique removes the repeated data, by holding only one 
copy in physical and referring additional repeated data to 
that data copy [2]. De-duplication obtains either the level 
of file or the level of block. In this system we propose the 
AES, SHA-3 algorithm and Auditor integrity. In cloud 
computing it has more security issues like data leakage 
and loss, multi tenancy, cloud easy accessibility, identity 
management, internal threats, inconsistencies of service 
level agreement [3]. It is not easy task to impose all 
security dealing that meet all security needs, because 
various users have various security needs related to their 
purpose in using the cloud. In our proposed system we use 
AES algorithm, that is simple and it can be instrumented 
by using minimum memory amount and low processors 
[4].The following enhances the growth of the cloud 
computing; current high capacity available network, 
storage devices and the low-cost computers and also the 
adaption of well-known hardware virtualization and the 
service-related architecture [5]. In our proposed system, 
our main aim is to identify the duplication of data in cloud 
storage. For that we use SHA3 algorithm, whenever user 
stores data in the cloud server. The auditor inspects the 
presence of long time unused file in the cloud archive [6].  
 
2. RELATED WORK 

In this section we have discussed some previous 
work related on our work in [7] the suggested the 
authorized idea of data deduplication for caring the 

information safely by together with various user privileges 
in second copy check. They also presented various new 
de-duplication method supporting approved second copy 
verify in hybrid architecture of cloud. Security 
investigation defines that our method are safe in condition 
of inside attacks specified in their security scheme. They 
develop the prototype of their suggested duplicate verify 
method and conduct experiments of testbed on their 
prototype. They demonstrate that their certified second 
copy check method incur overhead in minimal compare to 
network transfer and convergent encryption [8]. In [9] they 
suggested reliable and effective key management for safe 
deduplication method known as de-key. The de-key 
method gives the de-duplication convergent keys by 
sharing along with more servers when preserving the 
convergent keys security and data privacy stored in cloud 
server. They implement de-key scheme by using ramp 
sharing method. In [10], the idea of authorized data 
deduplication process was suggested to bulwark data 
security by producing various user privileges in the second 
copy check. This withal offered more incipient data de-
duplication construction stimulating authorized second 
copy check in architecture of hybrid cloud, in which 
duplicate files are checked and simultaneously tokens are 
produced by private keys with private cloud server. In [11] 
the necessary notion is that they speculate that safe data 
de-duplication services can be designed with given extra 
security advantages inside attack on data deduplication 
and outside attack by utilizing masquerade detection 
action. The attacker confusion and extra costs suffers to 
differentiate real from false information, and effect of 
prevention which, even though tough to identify, plays a 
important job in preventing impersonate activity by 
attackers of risk verse. They imagine that the grouping of 
this security advantage will give unparalleled security 
levels for deduplication. The researcher [12] Yujuan Tan, 
proposed CAB architecture that absorbs the informal 
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relationship along with dataset used in restore and backup 
operation. It is included into previous endorsement 
method. This architecture eliminate the repeated data from 
communication not only operation of backup but it also 
renovate operation and increase the renovate and backup 
process and also minimize both decrease ratio [13].   
 
3. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED WORK 

The user is entity to outsource information 
storage to CSP (cloud service provider) then from storage 
can access the information later. User registers the 
necessary data to cloud server after registrations user login 
the cloud and upload the file into cloud. To upload file 
into cloud the user chooses file and it store in the storage 
system. In cloud storage system de-duplication checked 
and exception shows like file already obtained. For every 
file we create convergent key using SHA-3 technique. The 
auditor sends the confirmation message to cloud service 
provider about duplication and to remove long time 
unused files in the cloud storage system. 
 
A. AES encryption and cloud service  
     provider 

The service provider offers client storage or 
service of software through public or private network. 
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is a cryptographic 
algorithm that used to prevent the data. AES is symmetric 
block that encrypt and decrypt the information. Encryption 
change the data to unreadable form that known as 
ciphertext. Decryption converts ciphertext data into 
original data that is known as Plaintext. For encryption 
and decryption we use same secret key so sender and 
receiver use the same symmetric or secret key. 
 
B. Auditor process for data integrity  
     and unused files 

In our system, there is an accomplishment of data 
de-duplication and data integrity. Auditor is authority 
person to verify the data integrity in storage space. In our 
system auditor is responsible for verifying file details that 
are stored in cloud server and also check the unused files 
in the storage space. To identify the unused files in storage 
space auditor check the file last access time. If the file last 
access time is more than months or weeks form current 
data, then auditor consider that file as unused files. Based 
on this process auditor identify the unused files.     
 
C. SHA-3 DE-duplication process 

When there is need to store a data in a remote 
location, we definitely follow a process in that data storage 
environment. File system are considered to be organized in 
a way, how files are retrieved and stored. Without 
knowing file contents semantics and context, file system 
frequently hold second copy and provides the result in 
unnecessary storage space consumption and bandwidth 
network. It is critical and difficult problem for 
organization and user to de-duplication method to 
minimize cost and improve the efficiency storage. To 

resolve that issues, hash value is composed for each file. 
The competition of hash function to plans a new 
cryptographic method ‘SHA-3’ is presently well-known 
cryptologic research topics, its result greatly depends on 
the public valuation. Generally SHA-3 shows secure, fast 
hashing algorithm with little collision. Hash calculation is 
done by process of comparing files by SHA3 signature 
comparison. It offers to retrieve valuable space in disk and 
increase data efficiency.       
 
D. Overall architecture 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Architecture diagram. 
 
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
A. performance evaluation 

Below mention configuration table gives the 
entire requirement for conducting the experiments of our 
proposed works and performance of the proposed work 
with the existing technique.  
 

Table-1. Performance requirements. 
 

S. No. Requirements 

1 Operating System: windows 7 or XP 

2 Processor: i3 

3 RAM: 2 GB 

4 Hard Disk Drive: 500 GB 

5 JAVA 1.7 

6 MySQL 
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Figure-2. Comparison of algorithm. 
 

The above Figure-2 shows the comparison of 
different algorithm’s encryption and decryption speed. The 
AES algorithm has the highest speed for encoding and 
decoding compared to the existing algorithms. 
 

 
 

Figure-3. Parameters performance. 
 

The above Figure-3 shows the comparison of 
various parameters and its performance. When compared 
to existing parameters, proposed parameters like 
reliability, efficiency and security performance is high. 
 
5.  CONCLUSION AND ENHANCEMENT 

The AES and SHA-3 algorithm is projected in the 
cloud storage system. The data encrypt using AES 
algorithm before uploading into the cloud. The secret key 
will send to data owner in order to decrypt the data from 
cloud storage system. There may be a chance to duplicate 
the data in cloud to prevent that we use SHA-3 algorithm. 
The auditor will validate the data and check the unused 
files and send the confirmation to the cloud service 
provider. Once cloud service provider get confirmation 
from the data owner auditor will delete the unused files in 
cloud storage system. Through these techniques we 
achieve high reliability, efficiency and security. 
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